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Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Although the first
W S-Class in the s established Mercedes-Benz as a global leader in safety engineering and
technical prowess for sedans, it was the next W S-Class, beginning in , that saw this model
become a top-tier luxury good, a true flagship, and a lasting symbol of affluence throughout the
s. The smoothed-over styling of the W S-Class signaled a newfound focus on aerodynamics and
fuel-efficiency. Safety and occupant protection were also unparalleled, with a driver airbag
offered through most of the model run and a passenger-side airbag introduced in and made
standard in Traction control was also introduced, as were seat-belt pretensioners. For the U. For
those first years, the U. SEC coupe models were offered in and form for those first years and
and form after the mid-cycle refresh. Diesels were also a serious portion of sales. From through
, the U. In addition to the more powerful lineup of engines the W received with its mid-cycle
update, these cars can be picked out cosmetically by their flush-face halogen headlamps and
integral headlight wipers. Inside, these updated S-Class models include electronic automatic
climate control, an electronically adjustable steering column, and leather steering-wheel and
shift-lever trim, among other additions. A two-place interior option, with power-adjustable rear
seats, was offered for the first time on SEL and SEL modelsâ€”with a burl-walnut center console
included with the two-place backseat, and plush Arametta suedelike leather upholstery on offer.
In general, powertrains for Mercedes W models are quite bulletproof and last well past , with no
issues. Engines often outlive the transmission. Front-end and steering bushings and
components will need replacement long before that. The vacuum-operated power locks can be
an annoyance with intermittent, irreproducible failures or sluggish operation, while the
climate-control system is ineffective compared to those on modern carsâ€”or even Cadillacs or
Lincolns of that timeâ€”and can also be expensive to troubleshoot and repair. On any of the
later diesel models, replacing engine mounts is a must, and on and SD California-emissions
models that have been driven, the original particulate filter should have been replaced with an
oxidation catalyst. The S-Class is widely considered to be the poster car for the U. For all
Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event
of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s
is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. History of the Mercedes-Benz W
Although the first W S-Class in the s established Mercedes-Benz as a global leader in safety
engineering and technical prowess for sedans, it was the next W S-Class, beginning in , that
saw this model become a top-tier luxury good, a true flagship, and a lasting symbol of affluence
throughout the s. The OM engine family is a straight-5 diesel automobile engine from
Mercedes-Benz used in the s and s. It is a direct development from the straight-4 OM It was sold
in vehicles from to It is also a very popular choice for the use of alternative fuels, mainly
straight or waste vegetable oil and biodiesel , although the use of these fuels may cause engine
damage over time if not processed properly before use. Essentially an OM with an extra
cylinder, it debuted in with the W 3. Bosch MW inline injection pumps were used, which had
flyweight governors and vacuum shutoff. Previous engines had used pneumatic governors, and
"gorilla knob" to start and shut off the engine. The North American engines had ADA device
equipped pumps which limited fuel at high altitudes to prevent smoking with less dense air.
New engine blocks after the. In August the precombustion chamber was updated to be similar
to the new OMA design for more swirl and more efficient combustion. The engine capacity was
lowered to 3. September saw a new camshaft with greater valve lift let air and exhaust gases
have less resistance. Engines were equipped with series wired loop type glow plugs up until
when replaced by the much more reliable pencil type plugs these had been already used in the
OMA since Vehicles sold to the North American market had exhaust gas recirculation
equipment fitted. Canister style oil filter at bottom front of engine. This was introduced with the
W series. This was an adaption of the. It had a downward facing oil filter housing. This engine
was adapted from the. The year saw the engine adapted to use a turbocharger. Also an uprated
oil pump with separate chain drive was fitted as the turbocharger lubrication required higher
flow. Bosch MW injection pumps were calibrated for greater fuel output and fitted with an ALDA
device which prevented overfueling until the turbocharger had begun to provide boost
pressure. Pencil glow plugs were provided on all OMA engines. In , the OM These engines
pre-dated the introduction of tighter emissions laws, so were not fitted with EGR. It was also
fitted to the European market W wagon, the TD. This was the only turbocharged OM fitted to a
European W From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Mercedes-Benz OM This
article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page.
Learn how and when to remove these template messages. This article possibly contains original
research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements

consisting only of original research should be removed. February Learn how and when to
remove this template message. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine. Categories : Mercedes-Benz engines Diesel
engines by model Inline-five engines. Hidden categories: Articles that may contain original
research from February All articles that may contain original research Articles needing
additional references from February All articles needing additional references Articles with
multiple maintenance issues Articles with short description Short description matches
Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Afrikaans Deutsch Italiano Nederlands Edit links. Chain driven SOHC valve. W is so far the most
successful and the longest in production for S-Class. The project, code-named "Project W",
aimed to provide an improved ride, better handling, and improved fuel efficiency. The oil crisis
of and increasingly stringent emission and safety regulations in the United States had an
important influence in developing the W for reduced emission and increased fuel efficiency. The
W design team, led by Mercedes-Benz's chief designer Bruno Sacco , aimed to design a more
aerodynamic shape and retain the unmistakable S-Class design elements. Reducing the weight
was accomplished by extensive use of high-strength low-alloy HSLA sheet and polyurethane
deformable material for bumpers and side claddings. The diesel engine option was introduced
in September exclusively for the North American market. At the same time, the
"Energieskonzept" Energy Concept was introduced to improve the fuel efficiency of S-Class
through engine revisions. The W was revised in for model year. The revised "Second Series"
model range was introduced at IAA Frankfurt with new six-cylinder petrol and diesel engines
and the V8 petrol engines enlarged to 4. The 5-litre V8 was carried over. The visual changes
included the smoother bumpers and side claddings, revised "Gullydeckelfelge" German for
manhole-cover wheel rim alloy wheels, and deeper front bumper with integrated air dam. The W
generation was replaced by the W in From to , Mercedes-Benz designers worked on the
successor to the W After several design concept were presented, the final design for W was
approved and frozen in Compared to its predecessor, the W, the W featured improved
aerodynamics with a drag coefficient of Cd 0. At the introduction in September , the 2.
Mercedes-Benz developed a special silicon coating as to harden the cylinder liners against
excessive wear and tear. The V8 engines were offered in two sizes: 3. The M V8 engine had a
single timing chain while the M V8 engine had double timing chains. The frequent mechanical
failure of single timing chain in M V8 engine was addressed in by switching to double timing
chains from M V8 engine. The SEL had earned a very poor customer perception in the United
States as being severely underpowered and due to the mechanical issues with single timing
chain. The 3. The diesel engines were again never offered in the markets outside United States
and Canada. The lethargic acceleration, roughness, and lower top speed might not appeal to the
European consumers who had higher expectations for the large saloons. This programme
revised the combustion chambers and piston heads with lower compression ratio in the V8
engines. This revision caused further drop in engine performance. For the second series
introduced in September , the engine range was extensively revised with new six-cylinder inline
engines and enlarged V8 engines. Only 5. The revised engine range focused more on reducing
pollution and fuel consumption even further. For the first time, the customers outside US and
Canadian markets could choose the models with or without catalysators. In , all engines were
fitted with catalysators only and the mechanical switch eliminated. The new six-cylinder inline M
engine had a single overhead camshaft and electronic-mechanical fuel injection and was
available in two sizes: 2. The carburetted engine fitted to S was eliminated, marking the end of
carburetted engines for S-Class, and replaced with fuel-injected engines for and The V8 engines
were again bored out to 4. The V8 engines were fitted with new electronic ignition system and
Bosch KE-Jetronic electronic-mechanical fuel injection system , first appeared in W E. The
revised V8 engines except 5. The most powerful engine ever fitted to W S-Class was 5. This
engine, classified as ECE-Variante German name , has higher compression ratio of and cannot
be retrofitted with catalysator at later date. Its performance was comparable to Porsche Carrera
3. For the US and Canadian markets, a new 3. It was a first six-cylinder passenger diesel engine
by Mercedes-Benz. This new engine was available in long wheelbase version only, SDL, for the
first time. For California, the diesel engines were fitted with diesel particulate filter, a world's
first for the passenger car. The new engine had an ill-gotten reputation for higher percentage of
aluminium cylinder head failure due to poor placement of diesel particulate filter and due to the
erosion of head gasket, allowing cooling fluid to seep in the cylinders. However, they failed to
perform as designed and were removed from the engines. For , the engine was revised to
correct the issues and move the particulate filter further away from the engine. In , the same

engine was bored out to 3. The bored out 3. The automatic transmission had four speeds with
direct drive in the fourth gear for the entire run from to From onward, the automatic
transmission was revised to include the option of selecting S Standard and E Economy shifting
points. The models, SE, SE, and SEL were fitted with standard 5-speed manual and optional
extra-cost 4-speed automatic transmissions. For one year from September to June , extra cost
automatic transmission option wasn't offered for SE and SE. The customers ordering SE could
choose either 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission. The result was about 22, W
imported as grey market imports. In , an intense lobbying effort by Mercedes-Benz and other
foreign manufacturers led U. Congress to eliminate this loophole and revise the rules for
registered importers. Both cars failed to finish, with one suffering gearbox issues, while the
other had issues with the rear axle. The W series was the highest volume S-Class on record in
terms of production. Three armoured SEL ordered by Saddam Hussein had a series of pipes
shooting the flames out of sides. A limited number of W continued to be produced in South
Africa until ? No figures were given for South African production. Nelson Mandela was given a
commemorative model, a red SE. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. New
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contactless services to help keep you safe. I can't be more pleased,, They're very
professional,polite,and they make sure that you're satisfied.. All the cars or nice and clean
inside and out with very low mileage. Although my purchase did not work out due to a situation
beyond my control, as well as the dealer, the service they provided was amazing. I received a
phone call right away. They got me in a car that week. Awesome customer service! We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.

Best deals first. CarGurus User. Why Use CarGurus? This is a car built to take on the Alps, ut
this one has been well kept and extremely well cared for. The , miles currently on the odometer
equates to about miles per year and are a low fraction of the Million Mile capability of these
cars. Scroll to bottom of listing for many more pics. It runs smooth and tracks straight. The
brakes are good and it has a nice set of radial tires with five 5 Factory Alloy Wheels. The chrome
is good, ubber trim and weather-stripping is virtually undamaged. The car was previously
owned by a 68 year old manwho maintained it very well. This car is a real time capsule and
accident free. Car has a clean Carfax history report. The interior is in very good condition with
hardly any signs of wear. Wood trim is nice too! The paint shines very well and there is no rust
anywhere. Aside from a small scuff on the rear bumper it is in very good condition. See Pictures
This is a car built to take on the Alps, ut this one has been well kept and extremely well cared
for. Please note that this car qualifies for Historic car plates in most states. Check with your
agent or call us for a referral. Bid to own, t will be sold for the highest bid regardless of price!
We are a licensed dealer and can offer a 20 day temporary plate for any state. They have
authorized us to sell it as-is for the highest bid. We are doing our part to make this an easy
transaction. The auction is for 5 days only and there is no reserve. This vehicle will positively be
sold for the highest bid. We have done our best to picture and describe everything as we see it.
This is a final AS-IS sale. Once the vehicle leaves our dealership there will absolutely be no
adjustments. Please understand this and bid accordingly. The pictures are accurate but
something is always overlooked. So, ou have two ways of buying this: Buy it as you see it in the
pictures call or email if you need more info I am available from 9am to 10pm7 days a week at
Orcome and see it in personbefore bidding. For info or directions call: Jeffat We have been
overwhelmed lately with bidders who seem to get amnesia after they buy something. Balance is
due in 3 Days. If you are the winning bidder Please call me at As soon as the auction ends. We
would appreciate the unit being picked up as soon as possible butwe willtry to accommodate
your needs if more time is required. By biding on this auction the winner acknowledges that the
items are being offered in an as-is, here-is condition. Westrongly urgeall bidders to inspect the
vehicles before bidding. If you elect not to, ou are buying it from the pictures and you own it
regardless. Seller reserves the right to cancel auction at any time On Jul at PDT, eller added the
following information:. Other Mercedes-Benz classic cars for sale. Southern car. Click on Main
Picture above to open full set of 24 pics. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. I'm
always on the lookout for cars and trucks with ridiculously high final odometer readings when
I'm scouring the car graveyards for interesting bits of automotive history. Making this task
difficult is the five-digit odometers used by just about all manufacturers prior to the s and the
electronic-display odometers you'll find in most 21st-century machines, but I know where to
look if I want to see more than , miles on the clock: Mercedes-Benzes. Yes, at its average rate of
just over 1, miles of driving each month, this car would have reached the magical ,mile mark in a
mere 23 more months on the road. I've seen only one junkyard Mercedes-Benz that showed
better than k miles on the clock: a gasoline-fueled W C-Class with a manual transmission , also
in the San Francisco Bay Area. A mid-apocalyptic Colorado diesel W â€” a SD, just like today's
carâ€” had , miles when its career ended. After that, my other high-mile junkyard record-holders
include a Volvo Turbo wagon with , miles , a Honda Accord sedan with , miles , and a Toyota
Tercel 4WD wagon with , miles. I've found a Volkswagen Rabbit Cabrio showing , miles , but I
suspect a defective odometer in that case partly because Mk1 Golfs generally didn't hold
together so well and partly because you'd have to be crazy to drive a convertible 26, miles per
year in the Colorado High Plains region. I think this car got crashed, but the hood damage
appears more typical of what you get when impatient junkyard employees need to get a stuck
hood latch open in order to drain the fluids. Then junkyard customers tore apart the front
bodywork in order to tear the engine out quickly. The legendary OM five-cylinder turbodiesel
may be the toughest car engine ever built, but it's easy enough to find one in a U-Wrench yard
with a just-getting-broken-in , or so miles. If you're patient, you can get one that never even hit ,
miles! The interior looked decent when the car got here, though you can see the carpet grime
from 10, or so hours of contact with driver feet. MB-Tex faux-leather is hands-down the toughest
upholstery material ever installed in a motor vehicle. I've seen plenty of this stuff looking great
in old Mercedes-Benzes that were left sitting outdoors with the windows down for decades.
Most Americans who bought the W S-Class went for the big, mean V8 gasoline engine, which
was a beautiful piece of engineering that would haul these massive beasts at Autobahn speeds
for hour after hourâ€¦ but if you could live with just horsepower in a 3,pound car in , the SD was
the better investment. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Murilee Martin.

Share 0 Comments. We can feel confident that the owner or owners of this car didn't dial this
number often. Now its days on the road are done. Mercedes-Benz Automotive History Diesel
sedan junkyard junkyard gems junkyard gem. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to
leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get
started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing
Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your
Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February in
Mercedes-Benz. Recently it's become increasingly difficult to start, until eventually it wouldn't
start at all. It still turns over fine - I can hear the starter turning the engine at least until I wear
the battery down by trying to start it. For a while I could get it to start if I was persistent enough,
but now it simply will not start. I think the problem is my own fault. Here's the history. This car
had been modified slightly. The stock air filter had been replaced with a cone filter. I neglected
to check the air filter for some time, and discovered that the top plastic part had cracked open.
Since the filter was obviously useless, I tried to replace it, only to find no local store carried the
right size cone filter. I found them on eBay, but while I was waiting for the auction to end and
the filter to be shipped to me, I drove the car without a filter. I'm certain this led to the problem.
The filter connects to a very short rubber tube that connects to the air intake on the turbo. When
I was having trouble starting the car, I tried spraying some starter fluid into that tube. The result
was that the car actually had more trouble starting directly after I sprayed starter fluid. And it
seemed the more I used, the worse it started. Any suggestions? February I own a diesel,but not
a MB, however they are all the same. Either a broken ground somewhere, bad fuel, not enough
air. I would take a look at the generator and see if it is functioning properly. July Glow plugs Pull
them out, conect them back as they were inside the engine, make sure they have good ground.
Than turn ignition and look at the plugs. If they turn hot at midle or somewhere else.. Engines
with rubber timing belts might damage, if the belt is worn. October My Turbodiesel came to a
stall this morning after a few jerking moves. The starter cranking was ok but the engine won't
start. Checking fuel lines found the fuel plunger pump was totally loose - most likely from the
engine vibration. Tightening the plunger pump didn't help till i plunge the pump a few times to
get fuel into the engine. Retightened the plunger, flicked the starter and the engine comes back
to life and runs ever so smoothly. Diesel engines have very strong vibrations and the fuel
plunger pump a plastic piece close to the fuel filter are bound to come loose over time. Good to
check it for tightness from time to time. Hope this helps. Good luck. I pulled the line off of the lift
primer pump and got fuel pulsing out when I turn the starter but don't know if the pressure is
enough. Does anyone know what that pressure should be and if I have fuel coming out does it
mean the injector pump is not working? What would my next test step be? Do I pull an injector
line off and check for fuel? The glow plugs are working. Any suggestions would be appreciated.
It seams to fire off a little but not enough to start. Thanks, Tech6. Loosen the main fuel filter a
little bit the big round one. Manually prime the pump until fuel comes out from the top of the fuel
filter near the bolt. To prime the pump just unscrew the plastic plunger and prime it a few timesyou should see fuel coming out from the main filter. Then tighten the main filter again, prime a
few more times, tighten the plastic plunger tight again, and it should start. June I have a
Silverado duramax with the same problem. Let me know if you get any ideas on what this could
be. Filtrs dirty of leaking? Flooding on trying to start? Glow plugs weak or shorting out? Relays
shorting out? Vibrations has caused loose wires? Engine heat causes old vacuum hoses to
swell and leak? Once on my first benz I had a gas station service attendent check my oil and
water. The sorry you know what bent and broke a wire inside the insulation near the starter
junction block on the firewall. I was able to drive away from the station because for the moment
the circuit was not open, however the next day I was on a busy rush hour freeway, and the benz
stalled in the middle lane. No one would stop and help as the cars and trucks were whizzing by
on either side at 60 or 70 miles per hour. I thought that I was at my waterloo. Finally, a police
officer pushed me to the side of the road. The wrecker towed me to my home; that did not come
cheap. I new just about all the idiosincracies of the benz, so I was determined to solve this
problem. I was very familiar with the vehicle. It took me a week to diagnose and correct the
dastardly deed that that sorry so and so had done. It was a very simple fix but had I called a

shop to diagnose the problem, they could have perhaps been both honest and smart, and
determined the problem quickly with little expense to me or i could have cost a small fortune.
Good Luck, benzsilver. July edited July December I have a new battery, replaced the primary
and secondary fuel filters and replaced the primary air cleaner. In addition, after installing to two
new fuel filters, I bled the fuel line of any air. The glow plug fuse is intact. So I have had my car
in and out of the shop and no one can seem to figure out my problem. I am pretty familiar with
the car and its just not making sense as to why it cant be figured out. So the problem is peculiar
because it happens sometimes, but then after not using it for some time it will work fine. The
problem has been that the car's brakes will get stiff and then I have to manually shut off the car
by sucking on the tube leading to the fuel shutoff valve. I have to suck on that because the
emergency stop button located above the engine will not shut it off. These problems all lead me
to believe there would be a leak in the vacuum system, which still seems to be the problem, but
it is still happening after the system has been checked, the idle is correct, the brake booster and
fuel shut off valve have been recently replaced and the pump is producing correctly,. My father
and I have been at a loss as to where to look or how to even go about looking. He has rebuilt the
engine for the same car a year younger than mine, thus giving me the interest in these cars and
knowing that they should be an easier fix knowing someone with a great knowledge of the car,
but every time it "seems" ok, it only a matter of time that the same problem occurs over and
over again. This has been for months and with me and my wife working, its hard to only have
one car due to schedule differences. Has anyone had similar problems and know where to start
looking. The major problem is diagnosis, the repair can be done, just dont know where to turn
to. Sign In or Register to comment. The W is an iconic S-Class, and this one has some nice
things going for it -- including the ultra-reliable diesel powertrain, one family owner from new,
and nice condition inside and out. This S also touts a nice color combination, and ownership in
the Southeast since at least is another big plus. Stamps in the owner's manual detail some of
the maintenance performed on this SD until The selling dealer adds that the tie rods, the
alternator, the air conditioning compressor, and the shift bushings were recently replaced, that
several electrical issues were fixed, and that the air conditioning system was converted to RA.
This W appears impressively preserved! One question, what are those compartments in the
center console seen in photo 48? Q: Hi, are you going to post a few videos? That would be
helpful for many of us. You just commented and need to wait a little while before posting again.
My son wants it to be his first car. Thanks, as always, for participating! Totally agree! You can't
get in trouble in this thing. Safe, stylish, reliable, great fuel economy and holds it value! I say
this often when one of these beautiful cars comes up. I can't think of a more epic first car for
someone. You have style, comfort, affordability and reliability, and you really can't get into a lot
of trouble with one. Plus when you're ready to move on, as long as you have taken care of it,
you'll get your money back! If you want a Mercedes that's indestructible, get's good gas
mileage, and is luxurious, then this SD is the perfect car for you. Anyways let's get it sold!! Just
watched the videos and felt compelled to add that the shaking air cleaner probably has a broken
mount or two. Common issue on the OM engines, as Mercedes's design of the mounts leaves a
bit to be desired. Replacements are available and it's an easy fix. Leaving it as-is is OK, too. I
also noticed that the tachometer doesn't work. Don't panic: getting it back online may be as
simple as cleaning the surface of the sensor. A little brake cleaner should clean the gunk away.
If not, there's a really annoying to get 8mm bolt that stands in the way of watching this glorious
five-cylinder beast hit 5k. I grew up with the son of the family who owns "Little" Saint Simon's
Island. Was hoping this was their car from the island or something. I remember his mom drove a
W S Class when it was new. Sell your car with us! It's easy. Get Started. Sell a Car Daily Email.
Exterior Interior All Photos Ended January 8 at pm Share. Doug's Take The W is an iconic
S-Class, and this one has some nice things going for it -- including the ultra-reliable diesel
powertrain, one family owner from new, and nice condition inside and out. Highlights THIS The
attached AutoCheck history report starts in , and it lists no accidents in this SD's past. It shows
that this car has been registered in Georgia since The seller notes that it has been owned by the
same family since it was new. The Carfax report shown in the gallery starts in , and it confirms
this registration history. The seller explains the odometer stopped working at , miles earlier in ,
so this SD's total mileage is unknown. According to the seller, the tie rods, the alternator, the air
conditioning compressor, and the shift bushings were replaced in Its sole modification is an air
conditioning conversion to Ra. Mercedes-Benz introduced the W in the United States for the
model year. Positioned near the top of the company's line-up, the sedan was offered with a
short or a long wheelbase, and buyers could choose between gasoline- and diesel-powered
engines. The SD was exclusively available with a short wheelbase until the model year, and it
was aimed at buyers who wanted comfort, luxury, and relatively high fuel economy. Power for
this SD comes from the "OM" 3. It spins the rear wheels via a 4-speed automatic transmission.

Equipment inch wheels Wood interior trim Leather upholstery Power-adjustable front seats
Memory function for the driver's seat Power-operated windows Heated door mirrors
Power-adjustable passenger-side mirror Sunroof Automatic air conditioning Cruise control
Becker Mexico Grand Prix cassette player. Modifications Air conditioning converted to Ra.
Known Flaws The selling dealer states the odometer stopped working at , miles. Some rust on
the undercarriage, around one of the jack points, and on the trunk lid Hood isn't flat when it's
closed. Recent Service History Stamps in the owner's manual detail some of the maintenance
performed on this SD until Other Items Included in Sale 2 keys Owner's manuals. Ownership
History The selling dealer purchased this SD earlier in Q: Hi there, This W appears impressively
preserved! Reputation Icon 1 View answer. Reputation Icon 0 Vie
ktm 390 forum
ford 42 fuel pressure test port
2006 suzuki forenza transmission control module location
w answer. Reserve not met, bid to. Add a Comment Re: Cadman Agree. Reputation Icon 0 Reply
Flag as inappropriate. COCO mats will for sure seal the deal. Reputation Icon 2 Reply Flag as
inappropriate. Get a set of Coco Mats and watch it go for 10k. Oof indeed. Reputation Icon 1
Reply Flag as inappropriate. Reputation Icon 0 Reply. Cometzday Reputation Icon 55 15h. I
absolutely love these, and at the current bid it is an absolute bargain! The community has
flagged this. Re: Cadman Totally agree! Reputation Icon 3 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Cadman
Registered Bidder Reputation Icon 7. Reputation Icon 5 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Re:
Cometzday indeed. And if the new owner fixes the odometer, just make sure you never reset the
trip while moving. Can't wait to see what this car goes for. Reputation Icon 4 Reply Flag as
inappropriate. Bimmerphile Reputation Icon 65 1d. Re: lptoland88 Thanks! Power move by
Josorial1 - well, I was hoping to buy it given it is local, but now out. Ending soon.

